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Abstract
A d-fold uniform covering of Rn by elementary shapes is a level d multiple tiling of Rn: The
set of level values for which a prototile (a model shape) admits a multiple tiling is called the
level semigroup of the prototile. In this paper we discuss the existence of prototiles with
nontrivial level semigroups: for instance, does there exist a prototile admitting both tilings of
levels 2 and 3, yet not admitting any tilings of level 1? The answer is yes—in fact, we show that
for any a; bAN there is a prototile whose level semigroup is exactly the set of nonnegative
integer linear combinations of a and b:
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let d be a nonnegative integer. A multiple tiling of level d is a uniform d-fold
covering of Rn by elementary shapes. For example, taking translates of the unit
square by all points in L ¼ fðx; y
2
Þ: x; yAZg yields a level 2 multiple tiling of R2:
More formal deﬁnitions are discussed in Section 2. For convenience, we shall refer to
‘‘level d multiple tilings’’ simply as ‘‘level d tilings’’.
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The level semigroup LðPÞ of a prototile (i.e. a model shape) P is the set of values d
such that P admits a tiling of level d: By deﬁnition, 0 is in the level semigroup of any
prototile. The ‘‘semigroup’’ terminology comes from the fact that LðPÞ is closed
under addition, as the superposition of two tilings of levels d1 and d2 forms a tiling of
level d1 þ d2: As a consequence, LðPÞ is in fact closed under arbitrary nonnegative
integer linear combinations.
We shall denote the closure under nonnegative integer linear combinations of a set
of numbers Q by ZþðQÞ (for us, Zþ ¼ f0; 1; 2; 3;yg whereas N ¼ f1; 2; 3;yg). It is
natural to ask whether for a given set Q of natural numbers there exists a prototile P
such that LðPÞ ¼ ZþðQÞ: If Q ¼ f2; 3g; for instance, the question asks for a prototile
with level semigroup Zþð2; 3Þ ¼ f0; 2; 3; 4; 5;yg: Such a prototile would admit both
tilings of levels 2 and 3 but without admitting any tilings of level 1. In this paper we
not only show that such a prototile exists, but, more generally, how to construct
a (one-dimensional) prototile with level semigroup ZþðQÞ whenever jQj ¼ 1 or
jQj ¼ 2:
We start by illustrating some of these ideas with a two-dimensional prototile
whose level semigroup is Zþð2; 3Þ: The prototile is shown in Fig. 1; it is made of two
disconnected components whose relative positions must be preserved at all times; we
dub it H for ‘‘hoof prints’’. We allow H to be placed in the plane using any
composition of translations, rotations and reﬂections. To verify LðHÞ ¼ Zþð2; 3Þ ¼
f0; 2; 3; 4; 5;yg it is necessary and sufﬁcient to show that 2; 3ALðHÞ and that
1eLðHÞ:
Showing 1eLðHÞ amounts to showing H does not admit a tiling of the plane in
the classical sense. It is not hard to verify, however, that either connected component
of H only admits the type of level 1 tiling shown in Fig. 2. Since this tiling is not
compatible with H; 1eLðHÞ:
To check that 2; 3ALðHÞ we start by superimposing the three partial tilings by H
shown in Fig. 3(A)–(C) to obtain the honeycomb-like covering of Fig. 3(D), in which
one-third of the small hexagonal cells are covered twice, one-third are covered once,
and one-third not at all. By superimposing the Fig. 3(D) honeycomb with its
reﬂection through the dotted line we obtain a tiling of level 2, while by
superimposing three suitably offset translates we obtain a tiling of level 3. One
thus veriﬁes that LðHÞ ¼ Zþð2; 3Þ:
A certain class of one-dimensional prototiles, however, affords a simple solution
for all cases when jQj ¼ 1; 2: For any a; bAN let Ra;b be the one-dimensional
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Fig. 1. The prototile H:
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prototile obtained by taking the disjoint union of a closed intervals of length b;
arranged sequentially on the real line such that consecutive intervals are spaced 1
unit apart. One of our central results states that LðRa;bÞ ¼ Zþða; bÞ: Fig. 4 shows
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Fig. 4. R3;2:
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R3;2; with the intervals sketched as thin rods marked by unit notches. We shall
commonly refer to the a distinct intervals of length b as the bricks of Ra;b:
We can quickly check that LðR3;2Þ ¼ Zþð2; 3Þ: Clearly, 1eLðR3;2Þ since it is
impossible to cover the gap between two consecutive bricks of R3;2 without
overlapping two tiles. Figs. 5 and 6 show constructions for levels 2 and 3 tilings by
R3;2; respectively. In both ﬁgures the vertical dimension only serves to alleviate
clutter and the actual positions of the tiles are obtained by taking their vertical
projection onto the real line. Bricks which belong to the same tile are shown
connected by a line.
It is easy to see, following Figs. 5 and 6, thatRa;b admits both tilings of level a and
b for all a; bAN (just note the construction of Fig. 5 is independent of the number of
bricks, whereas the construction of Fig. 6 is independent of the actual brick size).
Thus Zþða; bÞDLðRa;bÞ for all a; bAN: The question is to show the converse relation,
namely LðRa;bÞDZþða; bÞ: In this paper we shall give a short proof of this fact that
uses a straightforward structural approach (see Theorem 9).
We note that even though our main results concern one-dimensional tiles and one-
dimensional tilings, these results can easily be exported to higher dimensions. Indeed
if m4n then any n-dimensional prototile can be ‘‘thickened’’ into an m-dimensional
prototile with the same level semigroup, provided one adopts some precautions.
Thus R3;2  ½0; 2; shown in Fig. 7, has the same level semigroup as R3;2; but R3;2 
½0; 1 happens to admit a level 1 tiling of R2; shown in Fig. 8. In general, one may
guard against the latter kind of mishap by adding ‘‘keys’’ to the thickened pro-
totile, as in Fig. 9(A), or, if the tilings involved are translational, by shearing
the thickened prototile, as in Fig. 9(B). Shearing may also be used to connect
in the higher dimension a prototile which is disconnected in the lower dimension, as
in Fig. 9(C).
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Fig. 5. Level 2 tiling by R3;2:
Fig. 6. Level 3 tiling by R3;2:
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Previous research includes the paper of Kolountzakis and Lagarias [3], who
consider tilings of the real line by translates of a single real-valued function. In
particular, Kolountzakis and Lagarias show a continuous function with a doubly
generated level semigroup closely related to one of our constructions (see their
Fig. 1.1) and they exhibit, as a pathological example, a function whose level
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Fig. 8. Level 1 tiling of R2 by R3;2  ½0; 1:
Fig. 9.
Fig. 7.
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semigroup is not equal to ZþðQÞ for any ﬁnite set QDRþ: (Note, by contrast, that
any set of the form ZþðQÞ; QDN; is equal to ZþðGÞ for some ﬁnite set GDN: This
easy folklore result is sometimes called ‘‘Sylvester’s Theorem’’.)
We have also obtained some results on one-dimensional prototiles whose level
semigroups are generated by three or more elements, but have opted to defer their
exposition to a second paper.
Notation. To simplify the appearance of our formulas we have replaced ‘mod n’ with
‘\n’ inside subscripts, where the operation \n is deﬁned for all nAN by
x\n ¼ x  n x
n
j k
for all xAR:
2. Deﬁnitions
Classically, a tiling is deﬁned as a collection T of closed sets obeying a
combination of packing and covering properties—e.g, the tiles of T have pairwise
disjoint interiors and their union is Rn [1]. Alternatively, if we identify each tile with
its characteristic function, a tiling may be understood as a collection of binary
functions whose sum equals 1 almost everywhere (this leaves open the possibility of
measure zero gaps between tiles, which we do not mind). For multiple tilings, then,
one may simply replace the constant 1 with the nonnegative integer level d: In this
new context it also makes sense to consider tilings by finite sums of characteristic
functions, which we shall do.
For the upcoming deﬁnitions let us momentarily say that a subset A of Rn is nice if
it is nonempty, bounded, contained in the closure of its interior and if limt-0þ wAðx þ
tvÞ exists for all x; vARn:
Deﬁnition 1. A tile is the nonempty sum of ﬁnitely many characteristic functions of
nice sets. A tile is binary if it is almost everywhere in f0; 1g (Lebesgue). Otherwise, a
tile is stacked.
Deﬁnition 2. A level d tiling of Rn; dAZþ; is a multiset T of (n-dimensional) tiles
such thatX
T AT
T ðxÞ ¼ d
for almost every xARn (Lebesgue).
Note the empty set is the only tiling of level 0, because our deﬁnition of a ‘‘nice’’
set implies tiles have positive integrals.
A prototile, as already mentioned, is a tile that serves as a ‘‘model’’ for the tiles of a
tiling (the distinction between tiles and prototiles is thus not semantic, but
contextual). If P is a prototile, a P-tiling is a tiling in which every tile is congruent
to P via the rigid-body motions of translation, rotation and reﬂection. Apart from
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the tilings of R2 described in the introduction, all the tilings in this paper are one-
dimensional tilings by left–right symmetric prototiles, meaning the inclusion of
rotations and reﬂections into the group of allowed isometries is somewhat of a moot
point here.
A tiling of level d41 is indecomposable if it cannot be written as the union of two
tilings of levels d 0; d 00 such that 1pd 0; d 00pd  1 (in the latter event d 0 þ d 00 ¼ d; as is
easy to check). The H-tilings of levels 2 and 3 described in the introduction, for
example, are indecomposable because H does not admit any level 1 tilings.
Similarly, the level 2 and level 3 R3;2-tilings of Figs. 5 and 6 are indecomposable for
the same reason. Any tiling can be written as a ﬁnite union of indecomposable
tilings, though such a representation is not in general unique.
In their 1994 monograph, Stein and Szabo´ [5] coin the term cluster to denote a
ﬁnite union of n-dimensional unit cubes whose edges are parallel to the coordinate
axes and whose vertices lie at integer points. The notion is similar to that of a
polyomino, with the difference that a cluster is not necessarily connected. The
prototile Ra;b; as deﬁned in the introduction, is an example of a one-dimensional
cluster. Building upon Deﬁnition 1, we deﬁne a stacked cluster to be a cluster in
which each cell has a ﬁnite nonnegative integer multiplicity. A stacked cluster may be
thought of as a nonnegative integer-valued histogram over the unit integer cubic cells
of Rn; with ﬁnite support (the reader can skip to Fig. 10 for some examples of one-
dimensional stacked clusters). We shall start by establishing a few general facts about
stacked cluster tilings of R; as our main results concern these types of tilings.
3. Tilings of R by stacked clusters
Because tiles have nonempty bounded support, one may deﬁne a ‘‘starting point
function’’ G on one-dimensional tiles, given by
GðT Þ ¼ inffxAR: T ðxÞ40g ð1Þ
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Fig. 10. Pq5;3; q ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4:
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for all one-dimensional tiles T : We say that ‘‘T starts at x’’ when GðT Þ ¼ x: IfT is a
tiling of R by translates of a prototile P; the structure ofT can be uniquely inferred
from its incidence function UT; deﬁned by
UTðxÞ ¼ jfT AT: GðT Þ ¼ xgj 8xAR; ð2Þ
which gives the number of tiles in T starting at a given point x: We say that T is
aligned with the integers if UT ¼ 0 on R\Z: As we next show, the study of stacked
cluster tilings of R can be reduced to the study of tilings that are aligned with the
integers.
Lemma 3. Let T be a stacked cluster tiling and let B be the equivalence relation on
the tiles of T defined by T 1BT 23GðT 1Þ  GðT 2Þmod 1: Then the equivalence
classes of T under B form tilings.
Proof. Let C be an equivalence class of B; such that all the tiles in C start at
x mod 1; xA½0; 1Þ: Since the tiles in C are stacked clusters, C has a constant level over
every open interval of R\ðZþ xÞ: Assume that for some y  x mod 1; C has different
levels over the intervals ðy; y þ 1Þ and ðy  1; yÞ: Then since none of the tiles inT\C
start at x mod 1; T ¼ T \C,C has different levels immediately to the right and left of
y; a contradiction. Therefore C has equal level over all the intervals of R\ðZþ xÞ; so
C is a tiling. &
Corollary 4. If T is an indecomposable tiling by stacked clusters then T can be
aligned with the integers by a translation.
Proof. T can only have one equivalence class under the equivalence relation B of
Lemma 3, since otherwiseT could be decomposed. Therefore all the tiles ofT start
at the same point mod 1; which implies T can be aligned with the integers by a
translation. &
Since we are by nature interested in indecomposable tilings, Corollary 4 enables us
to restrict our attention to tilings that are aligned with the integers.
The discrete derivative DT of a one-dimensional tile T is the function from R to Z
deﬁned by
DT ðxÞ ¼ lim
e-0þ
T ðx þ eÞ  lim
e-0
T ðx þ eÞ;
in other words DT measures the ‘‘instantaneous’’ change in height of a tile. It is
straightforward to check that a multiset T of one-dimensional tiles is a tiling if
and only if
X
T AT
DT ðxÞ ¼ 0 8xAR:
From this observation we get the following criterion:
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Lemma 5. Let P be a stacked cluster such that GðPÞ ¼ 0 and let T be a multiset of
integer translates of P: Then T is a tiling of R if and only if
XN
t¼N
UTðtÞDPðx  tÞ ¼ 0 8xAZ: ð3Þ
Proof. Since P is a stacked cluster andT is aligned with the integers,T is a tiling if
and only if
P
T ATDT ðxÞ ¼ 0 for all xAZ: Therefore T is a tiling if and only if
0 ¼
X
T AT
DT ðxÞ ¼
X
T AT
DPðx  GðT ÞÞ
¼
XN
t¼N
UTðtÞDPðx  tÞ
for all xAZ: &
Note that Eq. (3) essentially states an orthogonality relation between UT and the
translates of DP ’s mirror image, when these two functions over Z are viewed as bi-
inﬁnite vectors. (An incidence function may in fact be understood as a nonnegative
integer point in the kernel of a certain linear transformation.)
We shall not be using the following corollary, but we note it for completeness.
Corollary 6. All stacked cluster tilings T by translates of a single prototile P are
periodic.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that GðPÞ ¼ 0 and that T is aligned with
the integers. Set D ¼ maxfxAZ: DPðxÞa0g: Then DPðx  tÞ ¼ 0 whenever t4x or
tox  D; so by (3) we have that
UTðxÞ ¼ DPð0Þ1
Xx1
t¼xD
UTðtÞDPðx  tÞ
and
UTðxÞ ¼ DPðDÞ1
XxþD
t¼xþ1
UTðtÞDPðx þ D  tÞ
for all xAZ—in other words, one may compute UTðxÞ either from knowing UT on
fx  D;y; x  1g or from knowing UT on fx þ 1;y; Dg: This means that UT is
determined by its restriction to any set of the type fk;y; k þ D  1g; kAZ: But since
UT is integer-valued and bounded above by the level ofT there must exist k; k0AZ;
kak0; such that UTðk þ iÞ ¼ UTðk0 þ iÞ; 0pipD  1; so T is periodic with period
jk  k0j: &
Stronger and more general versions of Corollary 6 may be found in the literature
(see in particular [2–4]).
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4. The fPqa;bg family of prototiles
The prototile Ra;b from the introduction is a member of a larger family of
prototiles of similar behavior. Recall that Ra;b is the sum of a closed intervals
of length b; the ‘‘bricks’’, arranged such that the leftmost points of two con-
secutive bricks are a distance of b þ 1 apart. Replacing the offset b þ 1 by a
variable quantity q; we obtain a new family fPqa;b: a; b; qANg of prototiles, formally
deﬁned by:
Pqa;b ¼
Xa1
k¼0
w½kq;kqþb for all a; b; qAN: ð4Þ
Fig. 10 sketches Pq5;3 for a few different values of q: Note that Ra;b ¼ Pbþ1a;b and
that Pqa;b is stacked if and only if qob: Also note that P1a;b ¼ P1a;b almost everywhere
for all a; bAN: The prototile P1a;b is in fact highly symmetric: its height function,
as shown in Fig. 11, is the vertical cross-section function of two different
near-parallelograms, one of height a and base b and the other of height b and
base a: These parallelograms may be used to construct P1a;b-tilings of levels a and b as
in Fig. 12. Note that if gcdðb; qÞ41 and we set b0 ¼ b=gcdðb; qÞ; q0 ¼ q=gcdðb; qÞ then
Pqa;b ¼ Pq
0
a;b03j where j :R-R is the linear transformation taking x to x=gcdðb; qÞ:
This implies that Pqa;b-tilings are in one-to-one structural correspondence with
Pq0a;b0 -tilings.
Our paper’s main result is the following theorem:
Theorem 7. LðPqa;bÞ ¼ Zþða; bÞ for all a; b; qAN such that gcdðb; qÞ ¼ 1:
Corollary 8. LðPqa;bÞ ¼ Zþða; b=gcdðb; qÞÞ for all a; b; qAN:
In particular LðRa;bÞ ¼ Zþða; bÞ sinceRa;b ¼ Pbþ1a;b and gcdðb; b þ 1Þ ¼ 1; so for all
a; bAN there exists a binary one-dimensional prototile with level semigroup Zþða; bÞ:
Theorem 7 will be established as a consequence of Theorem 9, which characterizes
the structure of all indecomposable Pqa;b-tilings.
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Fig. 11. P1a;b ða ¼ 5; b ¼ 8Þ:
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We have already seen how to construct Pqa;b-tilings of levels a and b when q ¼ 1 or
q ¼ b þ 1: What about in general? If we place a translate of Pqa;b every b units,
then the ﬁrst bricks of each tile form a level 1 tiling as do the second, third, and
so on. We thus obtain a level a tiling since Pqa;b has a bricks. This construction
is the one illustrated in Fig. 6 for the prototileR3;2 and illustrated again in Fig. 12(A)
for the prototile P15;8: For tilings of level b; note that since Pqa;b is made of bricks
of size b one possibility is to arrange the tiles such that there is exactly one brick
starting at each integer point. Because the bricks of Pqa;b start at the points
0; q; 2q;y; ða  1Þq doing this is equivalent to ﬁnding a way of covering Z with
disjoint translates of the set A ¼ f0; q;y; ða  1Þqg: In general, if B is any set of
representatives mod q then the family of sets fA þ x: x mod aqABg forms such a
covering. Note the elements of B may be taken mod aq: But because not all sets of
representatives mod q taken from the set f0;y; aq  1g are translates of one another
there may exist several level b Pqa;b-tilings inequivalent under translation. Fig. 13
shows for example a level 2 R3;2-tiling that is translation-inequivalent from the level
2 tiling in Fig. 5.
It turns out in fact that when gcdðb; qÞ ¼ 1 all indecomposable Pqa;b-tiling are
translates of one of the two types of level a or level b tilings described above. We
prove this in Theorem 9, which implies Theorem 7 as a corollary. What Theorem 9
establishes, in effect, is that when gcdðb; qÞ ¼ 1 the incidence function of any nonzero
Pqa;b-tiling dominates at least one translate of one of the incidence functions of the
level a and b tilings described above. Recall that by Corollary 4 we may restrict
ourselves without loss of generality to considering Pqa;b-tilings that are aligned with
the integers.
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Fig. 12. Two P1a;b-tilings ða ¼ 5; b ¼ 8Þ:
Fig. 13.
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Theorem 9. Suppose that gcdðb; qÞ ¼ 1 and that T is a Pqa;b-tiling of level d40 aligned
with the integers. Then there either exists rAf0;y; b  1g such that UTðxÞX1 for all
x  r mod b; or for every sAf0;y; q  1g there exists s0Af0;y; aq  1g; s0 
s mod q; such that UTðxÞX1 for all x  s0 mod aq:
Proof. Let T be a Pqa;b-tiling of level d40 aligned with the integers, where
gcdðb; qÞ ¼ 1: Assume by contradiction that for every rAf0;y; a  1g there exists an
nrAZb þ r such that UTðnrÞ ¼ 0; and that for some sAf0;y; q  1g there exists, for
every s0Af0;y; aq  1g s.t. s0  s mod q; an ms0AZaq þ s0 such that UT ðms0 Þ ¼ 0:
Applying Lemma 5 with P ¼ Pqa;b yields
0 ¼
XN
t¼N
UTðtÞDPq
a;b
ðx  tÞ ¼
XN
t¼N
UTðtÞ
Xa1
k¼0
Dw½qk;qkþbðx  tÞ
¼
Xa1
k¼0
XN
t¼N
UTðtÞDw½qk;qkþbðx  tÞ
¼
Xa1
k¼0
UTðx  qkÞ  UTðx  qk  bÞ ð5Þ
for all xAZ; which implies that
Xa1
k¼0
UTðx  qkÞ ¼
Xa1
k¼0
UTðy  qkÞ
for all x; yAZ such that x  y mod b: Therefore, there exist numbers u0;y; ub1 such
that
ur ¼
Xa1
k¼0
UTðx  qkÞ
whenever x  r mod b: But then since
ur  uðrqÞ\b ¼
Xa1
k¼0
UTðnr  qkÞ 
Xa1
k¼0
UTðnr  q  qkÞ
¼ UTðnrÞ  UTðnr  aqÞp0
(recall UTðnrÞ ¼ 0) for all rAf0;y; b  1g; we have that
u0Xuq\bXu2q\bX?
which implies
u0 ¼ u1 ¼? ¼ ub1
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since gcdðb; qÞ ¼ 1: Now since
UTðxÞ  UTðx  aqÞ ¼
Xa1
k¼0
UTðx  qkÞ 
Xa1
k¼0
UTðx  q  qkÞ
¼ ux\b  uðxqÞ\b ¼ 0
for all xAZ; UT is periodic with period aq: In that case, however, UTðxÞ ¼ 0
whenever x  s mod q; by our assumption on s (since if x  s mod q there is an s0
such that x  s0  ms0 mod aq; where UTðms0 Þ ¼ 0). We conclude that us ¼ 0 and that
UT is identically 0 on Z; a contradiction. &
Corollary 10. Every Pqa;b-tiling is periodic mod lcmðb; aqÞ:
Note that Eq. (5) in the proof of Theorem 9 can be given a simple interpretation in
terms of the bricks of the tiles in T; namely,
Xa1
k¼0
UTðx  qkÞ and
Xa1
k¼0
UTðx  qk  bÞ
count, respectively, the total number of bricks inT starting and ending at the point
x; so these numbers must be equal for T’s level to remain constant around x: The
variables u0;y; ub1 thus in fact give the number of bricks in T starting at each
congruence value mod b:
Finally, the reader may wish to check that both the statement and the proof of
Theorem 9 can be considerably simpliﬁed for the special case q ¼ 1; this latter form
of Theorem 9 may be better suited, say, for an exposition of this material at the
undergraduate level.
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